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Red Reminder - Women Are Simple. Don’t Take Them Too
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October 13, 2020 | 14 upvotes | by ArnoldT1000

Women are simple creatures.
They are cute little playthings here to submit; to suck fuck and you, cook, do your laundry, and be cute
and feminine, supporting you and your pursuits.
They are very simple in their thinking because they don’t need to be anything else. They never developed
past that because they never needed to.
Men did all the thinking. Men did all the hunting. Men did all the hunting. Etc. Men needed to have these
capabilities because men are the primary drivers of societal advancement. Men always have been.
This isn’t from a neckbeard meninist point of view.
Ever wondered why the conversations women have are always about their boyfriends, celebrities, new
clothes, or something along those lines?
Ever wondered why women don’t really get, nor are interested, in anything deep, from how machinery
works to the search for enlightenment?
Yep.
Men are the drivers of society, and taking women too serious always causes problems. The moment
women get taken too seriously (for example, get brought into the workplace) is when shit goes south.
The men in the past understood this. That changed, hence the head throbbing irrationality of women’s
movements such as third-wave feminism and the false sexual assault claims of #metoo, which grow as a
result of clueless soyboys who just take women too damn serious. Nothing you can do about that though.
So, how is this useful to you?
Just don’t go trying to have deep intellectual conversations with women. Don’t go “soul searching”
looking for the perfect girl that will finally understand you. If you aim for that you’ll never be satisfied
with your women.
In the relationships you do get in, whether platonic or more long-term, the way to keep a woman happy is
to always treat her like children. Give her tasks and ways to please you. Reward her when she does.
Punish her when she displeases you with a removal of attention. Train her as if she is your little puppy.
Never try to talk to her about anything deep, she doesn’t understand nor does she care.
TL;DR
ALL women are simple, one dimensional little playthings.
The plight of society was (and always has been) taking them too damn seriously.
They’re simple little creatures.
Treat em like children.
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Deleted to work on the post a little bit. Will repost soon
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You had me until search for enlightenment, now thats a crock of shit.
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Sure they are children. They also have been empowered by modern western society to have greater authority
with less accountability than men so they're dangerous as fuck. Treat them accordingly.
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"Ever wondered why women don’t really get, nor are genuinely interested (they will sometimes act like it) in
anything deep, from how machinery works to the search for enlightenment?"

I remember when my ex took a trip to India to go live on some Buddhist temple for like a month or whatever.
She did fasting, silent meditation, and all this spiritual shit.

Over the few weeks after her temple experience we were talking on the phone and I caught her in a lie. I inquired
further and realized so much of what she was saying made no sense and was total bullshit, i realized she was
being a total hypocrite over a significant issue in our relationship.

All I could respond with was like... you just spent a full month meditating on Buddha's 5 noble truths and within
two weeks of leaving the temple you're already telling stupid unnecessary lies? weren't you just like trying to
"raise your consciousness" and all that? Buddha literally thought that to lie was to negate one's path to
Enlightenment. so what in the fuck were you just doing for the past 4 weeks?

it boggled my mind but then i realized oh ya women.
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